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A FAVOUR FOR A FRIEND:
AN ACCOUNT OF THE RESTORATION
OF THE DELIUS HOUSE
by Dr Richard H Suddath, edited by Thomas H Gunn
In the fall of 1960,I received a phone call from Dr Franklyn Johnson, the recently
appointed President of Jacksonville University, and the youngest college
president in America. My company had moved him to Jacksonville from Rollins
College, and we had become friends.
"Dick," he said, "you're a mover. I want you to move a house for me."
"You don't understand. I move household goods, not houses. Those people are
called house movers, and there are plenty of them around."
"Oh, I know," he said. "But they charge real money, and we haven't got real
money. Let me tell you about this house," he went on persuasively. "Have you
ever heard of Frederick Delius?"
"No. Is he your new French professor?"
"Frederick Delius was a late nineteenth and early twentieth century English
composer that Sir Thomas Beecham took a fancy to. It seems that Delius spent
some.time living as remaindennan on an orange grove that belonged to his father
down around Orangedale on the St Johns. He composed some of his music there,
or at least got the impressions that he wrote about later."
"So what does that have to do with Jacksonville University?" I asked.
"Well, a very nice little old lady named Mrs Richmond owns the land where the
cottage is located and wants to give it to the school. I want to transport the house
to the campus. Honestly, Dick, we are a new university and we need some instant
traditions. We have an excellent music school, and I think this is something we can
build on. Just think, we could have a festival some day, who knows . . . ? I want
that house in the ravine below the music school looking as though it had been
there a hundred years. At least ride out there with me and look at it. How about
next Tuesday afternoon?"
The trail that led off State Road 13 was rutted and overgrown, but when we
arrived at the house the area was cleared and carpeted with grass. There were
even gnarled remnants of several orange trees between the house and the river's
edge. We pulled in, stopped, and walked around the house. There was a porch
across the front, but most of the floor-boards were gone. One side of the house
and the top of the front porch roof revealed some charming Victorian scrollwork.
The front door hung ajar, and the window glasseswere broken. Inside were four
rooms about ten b-y fourteen, two in front and two behind. Again, most of the
floor-boards had been ripped out as had a great deal of the lathing behind the
plaster walls. There was a fireplace'in each room, but the mantles were stripped
away. One of the walls was still intact as were the door frames and the window
moulding, giving us some idea of its former modest elegance. There was no
evidence of indoor plumbing nor of electricity.
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To the rear of the main building was a small shed-like structure. This appeared
to have been the kitchen - an arrangement often used in Southern homes to keep
the odours, heat and insects out of the main house. In it were a rusty sink, a
broken water pump and a flue for a wood range, long since departed. I suggested
that we not try to transport this out-building, sjnce there was no room for it below
the music school and since we could possibly use the extra lumber. We found in
the main house part of a ladder-like stair which led to an attic. The outside walls
were clapboard, weather-worn and painted. The roof, what there was left of it,
was of split cypress shingles.
"There is no way we are going to move the house intact, even if we hire a house
mover. The road down here would have to be widened and surfaced at prohibitive
cost."
"We've got to do something, Dick," Frank said. "Can't you knock down and
stack the sides on a flat bed truck like a house of cards and rebuild it on the
campus?"
I weakened. "I don't know, but I'll try."
Back at the Suddath Company, I called several people into my office and
explained the problem to them. The logical man to run the job was a middle-aged
man named Sam Robinson who had been building crates and overseas boxes
during the summer. He had been a carpenter and handyman before coming to
work for us, and it was doubtful whether we would need him during the winter.
He told me that he had a young son just out of the service who was a 'good
worker'. I could not afford to release any more of my men, so I decided to try
these two to see if they thought the job could be done and if they could do it. It
turned out to be a happy choice.
On site the next week we spent a couple of days hacking out a driveway for the
truck and then set about the task of photographing the house from all angles and
drawing to scale the floor plan and details of the building.
"Mr Suddath," Sam said right away, "there is no way these sides, ends and
rafters are going to come down in sections. We'll have to take each wall apart and
number each piece by section and by piece. That way we won't have to worry
about widening the lane either."
I agreed.
"What are we going to do with the chimneys? I don't know nothing about
masoning," Sam said.
I suspected then that I would have to locate a brick mason. We got a ladder to
climb into the attic, and found that the two chimneys serving the four fireplaces
pierced the ceiling of the rooms downstairs and then went not straight up, but
made alazy's' so that they went through the roof a few feet in front of the peak a very tricky but neat bit of bricklaying.
As Sam and his son proceeded to dismantle the building, we discovered another
challenge. A great deal of the wood, particularly the siding, was thoroughly
termite-ridden, so much so that it crumbled as the boards were torn away. For the
most part the beams, joists and sills were made of yellow pine and had resisted the
termites very well. It took Sam two weeks to dismantle and mark the structure.
We then had left standing, alone and stark, the chimneys and brick pilaster
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foundations. I realised that I had to get these repositioned before reconstruction
could begin. One of our men had an uncle who was a retired mason and who
turned out to be just the man we needed. I cannot remember his name, but his
dialect was colourful.
"These here bricks are the old kind," he'said, after I had taken him down to
Orangedale. "They is soft and probably home-made. You have to be real careful
how you knock them down and clean the mortar off them or they just crumble in
your hands."
"Can you do it?" I asked.
"Yes suh," he replied, and proceeded to begin the dismantling process that very
day. The beauty of the brickwork in the rebuilt house with all four functioning
fireplaces attests to his skill. He did, however, make one change. The chimneys
went straight up rather than angling off as they had been originally constructed.
As work progressed on the reconstruction, we realised that a little over 50% of
the lumber was unusable, even with the boards taken from the shed. The search
of the local lumber yards revealed that the siding was of such an old cut that none
was available any more. It would have to be specially ordered at expensiverates.
At the same time our project was under way, the expressway system was under
construction through East Jacksonville. Houses were being torn down daily,
many of them fine houses. Sam scouted around and found what he needed at a
reasonablecost.
'edgeThe next challenge was the pine flooring. The original flooring was
grained' yellow pine, the heart of the tree, the finest availa'ble and simply no
longer for sale. We went to Burkhalter Wrecking Company to seewhat they had.
Mr Burkhalter had nothing, but he knew of a small hotel which was being
dismantled in St Augustine. Perhaps it would yield our floor timber. I drove to St
Augustine, and sure enough, the lobby of the little inn had our five-quarter
tongue and groove'edge-grained'pine flooring. The foreman let us pick through
the boards as they came up, and we drove happily to the campus with my wagon
and Sam's pick-up loaded with our precious cargo.
As the front porch went up, Sam reproduced the Victorian scrollwork that was
missing from our lumber, using an electric saw and a hand saw. He did it so
skilfully that it was almost impossible to tell the new from the original.
I was quite dismayed one morning when Sam came to me and gave me his
notice.
"I have a real nice job in Gainesville offered to me and my son building houses.
They pay lots more money than you can pay, and I feel I have to take it."
"I understand," I said, and thanked him for all he had done. The floors were all
in, all the framing was completed, and about half the siding was on. It was still
incomplete, and there was a lot left to be done.
Back at the office I called in two of my old, experienced men. One was Eugene
Wannamaker, a man who even at that time had been with the Company over forty
years. The other was Anderson Hartley, who was not only an excellent crater, but
had a great deal of native intelligence, skill and ingenuity. They assuredme they
'drying in' or
could finish the job. The first thing that needed to be done was
putting the roof on before our beautiful pine floor was damaged. Cypress split
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shingles were a thing of the past, but cedar split shingles were available, and the
men installed them exactly in the same manner as the original. They nailed L x 4
planks on 6" centres horizontally across the rafters and, starting at the bottom,
they attached the shingles to the L x 4s. The roof they put on has now been
replaced with asbestosshingles, but the cedar.roof lasted over twenty years.
Mr Hartley fashioned mantles over the fireplaces from yellow pine timbers,
also taken from a house in East Jacksonville. We called in a professional plasterer
who plastered the interior over new metal lathing and wired the house for minimal
lighting using fixtures obtained from Burkhalter. Mr Hartley and Gene hung the
door and the windows, finished the siding, dressed out the trim and applied two
coats of paint and varnish where needed. Five months after starting the project,
we turned it over to Dr Johnson at Jacksonville University.
Dr Johnson and others went on to found the Delius Association of Florida. and
the house was duly celebrated at a spring festival honouring Delius in 1961.
Frederick Delius would recognise it today as his cottage on the river-bank.

EDITOR'S

NOTE

Richard Suddath's moving company in Jacksonville, Florida, was responsible for
the move and restoration of the Delius House from Solano Grove to the campus
of Jacksonville University. The world is indebted to his generosity for all that he,
as well as others, did to save the house from the natural elements. We are also
fortunate that he took the time to record his experience after some twenty-seven
years.
Furnished with late nineteenth century pieces, the house presently sits on a hill
behind the music buildings and overlooks the athletic playing fields. The Delius
House is always opened for the annual Jacksonville Delius Festival and opened
throughout the year when guests request to see it.
Readers may want to refer to an earlier companion piece regarding the Delius
House by Martha B Richmond (Delius Society Journal 32 pp.3-5).

'A visit Solana
to
Grove'by Roger Buckley, JournalTT pp.t5-19, which
[See also
contains a photograph of the Delius House on its present site.]

aO-

A NBW GROVE?
With some variation in the practice of spelling the name of Delius's Florida grove
(Solano or Solana?), throughout this issue the Editor has observed each
contributor's preference. There is, however, no question as to the spelling of
Serenade which somehow became consistently misspelt in the last issue, and
apologies are offered for the oversight.
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MORE ON THAT LONG.LOST MISTRESS
by Witliam Randel
Tasmin Little's 'Delius and His Violin Concerto: A Performer's Viewpoint', in
the Autumn 1986 issue of The Delius Society Journal, is so well written, and so
loving a defence of that 'persistently underrated - if not denigrated' composition
that I hope to have an opportunity - somewhere, someday - to hear her play it in
concert. As one long committed to biography as a scholarly pursuit, however, I
have a feeling of uneasiness, and a certain dismay, as I peruse her biographical
reconstruction, on pages 9 to 13 of her article. What she has created is a 'good
story', one of potential appeal to readers of the Journal; but I cannot repress the
impulse to suggest that when a thesis is based on evidence that is questionable,
what is intended as biography dangerously approaches fiction.
Miss Little's article is built around a thesis concisely worded in the brief
paragraph beginning, at the bottom of page 10, with the words 'Most
commentators'. Is it really true, I wonder, that a majority of individuals writing
about Delius agree that he had'one great love in his life, and that this love came
to nothing, causing him great pain, anguish, and a recurrent yearning'? This
closely paraphrases Eric Fenby's remark, on page 1,64of his'Delius as I knew
'many
him' , that Delius had
love affairs, and one, the affair of his life, which came
to nothing'. It would strengthen her case, I feel, if Miss Little would name a few
others who share that view, for we are left wondering who they are and how many
there have been.
I am intrigued by the statement in that paragraph's second sentence that Idyll
is 'the final, direct and most poignant expression' of the pain, anguish and
yearning Delius suffered. If one best expression needs to be identified, I would
suggest consideration of Songs of Sunset, originally titled Songs of Twilight and
'Frederick
Sadness,described by Peter Warlock in his
Delius'(p.111) as'a cycle
of intimate little lyrics by Ernest Dowson, a lover's requiem over lost illusions'in
which the mood is 'one of weariness,of passionthat has burnt itself out and cries
for peace.' Delius chose not to include in Songs of Sunset Dowson's wonderful
poem with a long Latin title but generally known as'Cynara','but in its own setting
given it by Delius it might seem an even better choice of expression for pain,
anguish and yearning, with its vivid picture of a lover unable to forget the object
of an old passion even during the closest of encounters with another partner.
Whether or not we could accept the notion that Delius could never forget an early
mistress, in Florida, the parallel to his virtual obsession with sex during his Paris
years need hardly be elaborated here.
There are special reasons, however, for dismissing ldyll as best expression of
Delius's alleged great pain, anguish and yearning. As Fenby reported in'Delius
as I knew him' (p.119) and as has commonly been repeated since, the words of
Idyll were supposedly furnished by Robert Nichols from a poem by Walt
Whitman with its first line used as title,'Once I pass'd through a populous city'.
But only the first few lines of ldyll are Whitman's; all after'forgotten by me'was
freshly created, presumably by Nichols, who, to expressit generously,was hardly
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Whitman's peer as poet. Delius had no feelinghimself for the music of words, and
was unfortunate in the individuals he depended on for verbal texts. The
ineptitude of the Nichols addition may not be serious, however, compared with
the improbability that Whitman, as a homosexual, would ever anguish over a
woman he once met casually, along with what students of Whitman generally
know, that in an early draft of that poem the lover met casually was a man.
That key paragraph in Miss Little's article concludes with the idea that the
experience causing the pain, anguish and yearning was a liaison with a black girl
in Florida wo in due time bore Delius a child. I do not insist it never happened,
but I think it quite unlikely. Supporting it is the word of Percy Grainger, aired first
in 1934 in Australia and repeated in a l94l letter to Richard Muller in New York
with more detail: 'The "Negress" story is quite true, for Delius told it to me
himself, several times. He had a negro mistress while in Florida and she had a
child by him.'The return to America in 1897, Grainger added, 'was merely to try
to find . . . her and his child.' Miss Little accepts what Grainger reported as
unquestionably true, saying she could not 'think why Percy Grainger should
repeat it if it were not.' I believe with her that Grainger accepted it as true,
although his belief that it was true does not prove that it was. What I very much
doubt is that Delius was telling the truth. My reasons for so doubting follow quite
separate lines, the first of which reviews the very different personalities of Delius
and Grainger.
I rather suspectthat Miss Little is either unfamiliar with Delius's Yorkshire love
of practical joking and leg-pulling, or a little too ready to dismiss it as not
pertinent to his relationship with Grainger. Examples abound. One that I have
belaboured in print and in talks at Delius Society meetings concerns the
mischievous word 'shack' that Delius used for the well-built, quite new cottage he
lived in at Solano Grove. Miss Little, to her credit, avoided using it in her article,
but it continues to crop up, as in Eric Fenby's'Delius'(1971) in'The Great
Composers' series, wherein we find these descriptive words on page !6: 'a
desolate, verandahed shack'. Verbal mischief of that sort, to mislead his sister or
a casual friend, is admittedly no serious breach; as Grainger once said of Delius:
'He is always joking with people around him'. But sometimes his sense of fun
carried him too far, as when - to draw again from Grainger - he once said to a
visitor at Grez who happened to be a Christian Scientist: 'Of all the stupid things
in the world, Christian Science is the stupidest', and went on teasing the man
unmercifully.
Comparable incidents have been reported in other writings about Delius. The
most amusing may have been his passing off the Princessede Cystria and Halfdan
Jebe as Madame Donodossola and Mr Lemmanoff during the stop in Danville on
the 1897 return to America. That can amuse anyone, even today, but for Delius
the range of what amused knew no bounds. I for one consider the joke he and a
friend in Paris played on Strindberg to be in very poor taste. At a staged
spiritualistic seancearound a table, after about ten minutes of ominous silence the
supposed spirit-rapping began, producing first an M and then the other letters of
the French word for excrement, merde. That Delius was callous enough to carry
a jest so far when it was generally realised that the victim was suffering from
mental disorders, and then to report it later in'The Sackbut' (for December
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L920), reveals an individual quite ready and willing to exploit a guileless friend for
his own private amusement. Much as he liked Percy Grainger, whom I visualise
as rather puritanical, I suspect that he found him an ideal victim for a yarn he
knew would shock him as it would not shock more sophisticated friends, who
would in any event have viewed it as just another of his familiar tall tales.
The foregoing, I am well aware, is only surmise and hardly proof that Delius
invented the black mistress story for the wicked pleasure of'observing Grainger's
shocked reaction. A different line of reasoning may, perhaps, give firmer support
for my contention.
Much of what has been written about the year-and-a-half that Delius spent in
Florida, 1884-5, has only one source - what Delius told relatives and friends in
correspondence and after returning to England. Most of what he did tell may have
been quite true, but the rest must be taken with generous grains of salt. One
example is a story, quoted by Fenby in his l97l'Great Composers' 'Delius', about
one of his exciting adventures. Out riding one day on a borrowed horse, at one
point he dismounted to smoke a cigar, only to have his horse bolt after disturbing
a pair of snakes in the undergrowth. He shot one of the snakes, chased the horse
with the other at his heels, fired again but with gun unloaded, caught and
remounted the horse, headed for home at a gallop followed by the snake, and
finally, after reaching the cottage, dashed inside, seized another gun, and shot the
snake 'as it poised itself at the foot of the verandah'. There may be snakes
somewhere on earth able to travel as fast as a galloping horse, but such marvels
are unknown in Florida. Would Miss Little accept this story as.truebecauseFenby
would not have repeated it unless it was? Some individuals can say outrageous
things so convincingly that listeners believe them, and Delius seems to have had
that gift. Fenby was taken in by the snake story; and I believe that Grainger was
taken in by the black mistress story. Both stories, in my opinion, are typical of
much that is questionable in accounts of the Florida period.
Consider the varying accounts of the meeting of Delius and Ward. The one
most familiar has Fritz hurrying to Jacksonville to seek medical aid for Charles
Douglas; but Warlock, writing in the early 1920s, does not include that detail.
Instead, he informs us that Fritz, after composing 'one or two little pieces',
realised the necessity of having a piano at the cottage and journeyed to the city to
hire one. In the course of his trying different models for sale in 'the music store of
Meredy and Payne', the musical sounds he produced prompted a passer-by,
Thomas Ward, to enter the store and strike up an acquaintance.So well did they
like each other, according to Warlock's version and others, that the two of them
went together to Solano Grove, taking the selectedpiano along, and began their
six-month associationas teacher and student of.counterpoint.
It is reasonableto supposethat Warlock was telling the story as Delius told it
to him. Variations in other versions, presumably, reflect differences in the way
Delius told such other individuals as his sister Clare and Eric Fenby. In time the
store acquired its correct name, Merryday & Paine, and its proper address,
48 Ocean Street. But the part about Ward merely passing by that store survived
until one investigator's patient research revealed that according to Ward's own
advertisement in the'Jacksonville Times Union'that store was very familiar to
him, as the place where prospective piano pupils could always expect to find him.
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It has also been shown that the piano could not have been taken to the cottage by
Ward and Delius, for any visitor to the restored cottage, on the Jacksonville
University campus, can see Fritz's piano there and examine the notation on its
underside concerning its delivery according to instructions from Thomas Ward.
Such details as these may seem like trivia,- but I feel they illustrate, in their
variations, one or more of the following: an indifference regarding precise detail,
a recurring impulse to exaggerate or add colour to heighten effect, that impulse
carried to the extreme of gulling the naive and the innocent, and a poor memory.
That last I discount, but none of the others, as applicable to Delius.
In any event, having decided that Fritz and Ward did spend nearly six months
together at Solano Grove, an arrangement sure to raise a few eyebrows, Miss
Little assigns the liaison with a black girl to the fall of L884, after the instruction
ended. She conjectures that 'it happened from September-November', when
'alone with
Fritz was
his thoughts . . . luxuriating in the natural beauty around
him, the negro music, and the growing conviction that he would speak to the
'were
world by composing. These three months', she adds,
arguably the most
important three months in his life'. I agree in part with those last words, but for
reasons quite different from hers.
Whether or not Ward and Delius spent half a year working together at Solano,
it seems to me even less likely that Fritz spent the next three months there alone.
Jacksonville at that period could boast a surprising amount of musical activity.
Merryday & Paine was only one of several music stores. Quite a few professional
musicians, some of them trained atLeipzig, gave lessons, performed at concerts
at the Opera House and in churches, and provided daily entertainment with semiclassical and popular fare in the hotels and aboard the steamboats plying the St
Johns River. Anyone as eager as Delius was to make a name for himself in music
would have spent considerable time in the city, where the local newspaper, the
'Florida
Times Union', carried numerous items about music, including
advertisements: on 22May 1,884,'Teacher of Music - William Jahn, late pupil of
Conservatory of Music in Leipsic . . . desires pupils on piano.' Fritz must have
known Jahn as a personal friend, for we know that he dedicated his first published
'F Delius
composition, Zum Carnival, to him. From 9 July until 1,6 August,
Teacher of the Violin [and] G Sessar Teacher of Foreign Languages, Bingham
House.' July and August, w[en Fritz were supposedly holed up at Solano Grove?
On 31 November, the report of a concert at the St James House at which Delius
played Raff's Cauatina and Schumann's Romanza, and sang in a male quartet's
rendition of Soldier's Farewell, DeliusaloneatSolanoGrove?OnChristmasEve,
midnight mass (admission by ticket only) at the Church of the Immaculate
'all
Conception,
under the animated touch of the organist Mr Ward'.
It seems inescapable to me that Delius could not have spent the three months
'alone except for
at the Grove alone, as Miss Little thinks, or, as Fenby reports,
a devoted negro servant who insisted on sleeping outside his door rather than in
his bunk in the loft'. Did the black mistress creep in through the back door, or
were their meetings held elsewhere than at the cottage? And what should we
make of Miss Little's assertion that during that critical period 'there were only
negressesaround, and Delius probably felt fully alive for the first time in his life'?
This leads directly to the woman who seems to me more likely to have served as
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Delius's mistress in Florida, his close neighbour at Solano Grove, Jutta Mordt
Bell.
Born and educated in Norway, Jutta emigrated to Florida about 1880 with her
parents and numerous siblings. I do not know how or when she met Lieutenant
Bell of the Royal Navy, or why they settled on the bank of the St Johns River, or
whether Bell neglected her for such strenuous outdoor sports as hunting and
fishing. But it is not unreasonable to suppose that Jutta would welcome a
handsome newcomer who shared her deep love of both music and her native
Norway. If the degree of their intimacy in Florida can never be known, their
subsequent close friendship is at least suggestive. After completing his studies at
Leipzig, Delius wrote to Grieg on25 April 1888: 'Next Saturday I am coming to
London & go straight on to Reading where I shall stay with an acquaintance until
Monday.'l. That acquaintance was Jutta, who began in Reading her long and
successfulcareer as teacher of elocution and voice projection. The friendship was
of long standing; they often shared houses. On 20 July 1894 he wrote to her from
Paris: 'Before I leave I shall leave the key with the proprietor below, so you can
enter as you please; you will find everything in order.'2 It would be presumptuous
of me to say flatly that Jutta was ever Fritz's mistress, but I find it an interesting
possibility.
How can the return to America best be explained? Miss Little overlooks one
firm reason for the trip; Fritz's hope that meetings in New York with Victor
Thrane, a Norwegian-born impresario whom he had met in Europe, would have
welcome tangible results in the form of concert fees. Thrane wrote to him on24
February 7897:'Don't you think it would be well for me to try and get some of the
prominent singers here to sing your songs?' And he added: 'I sincerely wish I
could be with you at the Grove, as I am in much need of a rest.'3 There is little
doubt that Delius felt pinched in that period. 'I cannot sell a song,'he complained
to Jutta on 15 July 1896; 'It seemsridiculous when one comes to think of it but I
cannot make a fiver.'
Correspondencewith other individuals, while he was at the Grove and at other
times, firmly supports the need of settling his affairs there. Miss Little's dismissal
of that need as merely 'a marvellous excuse' for the trip strikes me as rather
disingenuous, or self-serving. So, I reluctantly add, seemsher interpretation of
'Memories
Jelka's
of Frederick Delius'4, as proving that Jelka knew about a black
mistresswhom Delius hoped to find in America. It seemstd me that Jelka meant
just what she said, that she feared'he would have forgotten our friendship on his
return.' She had known him lessthan a year, and it would have been quite normal
for her to worry about losing him if he was gone for months in a land 'so far away'.
I also imagine that she'was apprehensive about the possible influence Halfdan
Jebe might have, as his travelling companion, upon the man she loved.
Jelka might have been doubly alarmed had she somehow learned that the
Princessede Cystria had become a second travelling companion by hiding aboard
the steamshipand emerging only when it was well at sea. If Fritz was momentarily
put out, his sense of humour prevailed and made their trip south in the United
States a continuous lark, highlighted by the concert the three of them gave at
Danville, Virginia, on 30 January. As they neared Florida, however, Delius had
to give serious thoughts to sorting out his affairs at Solano; turning it from an
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orange grove into a tobacco plantation, and finding a buyer for the property
added up to no mere 'marvellous excuse' for the trip, as correspondence in the
Delius Trust Archive clearly shows. As for searching for a lost black mistress, the
presence of a white woman with him at the Grove would have reduced the chances
of successto virtual zero. Miss Little solves the problem by having the Princess
'packed off'for the period when Fritz was at his cottage. But there was a woman
with Delius at Solano Grove. In a memoir, now held by the public library of
Jacksonville, Mrs Henry Richmond tells of interviewing Edward (Ned) Colee at
Solano Grove on 7 May 1942:'says he remembers Delius in 1897 period [as]
always pleasant and full of fun . . . also remembers that "a lady was with Mr
Delius, too"; is positive that the lady stayed in the cottage also, "didn't know if
they were married".'
If that lady was not the Princesse de Cystria, are we to think that Delius would
have invited some other lady friend to be his house guest at the Grove while he
was trying to find a long-lost black mistress and the child he had never seen?
I should perhaps say no more, but I cannot resist adding one further
observation. Having always admired the work of Gauguin and particularly
'Nevermore'as
viewed in the Courtauld Gallery, it puzzles me that anyone would
speak of the model as a negress. (That term, incidentally, is considered offensive
in my country, though it may not be elsewhere). Surely she is not a girl of African
descent, but rather the Javanesewhose favours Delius is said to have shared with
Gauguin on occasion. And might not Gauguin's question (quoted on page 13 of
Miss Little's article) have been in reference to that lovely young lady as one no
longer available to Delius? I frankly fail to see any connection to a black girl in
Florida. To suggest as Miss Little does that both Jelka and Gauguin knew about
the girl Grainger wrote about seems to me quite unjustifiable.
If Miss Little can effectively perform the Violin Concerto only by firmly
believing it represents Delius's deep pain, anguish and recurrent yearning for a
black mistress lost in Florida, I would gladly retract every objection I have raised
in these rambling remarks. Virtuosity as a performer is by any measure more to
be applauded than skill in biographical research. There is room in our lives,
luckily, for fantasy - for such imaginings as produce supreme art. If Miss Little
seesthe long-lost mistress as actuality, and I seeit as fantasy, the difference in our
views may be of no real consequence. I will only modify that by saying, in
conclusion, that any substitution of imagination for the products of careful
research carries the threat of being challenged, for the two cannot meet on
common ground.

1. Letter in Grieg-Deliuscollectionin the BergenPublicLibrary.
2. The Delius lettersto Jutta Bell, purchasedby Mrs Henry Richmondin 1942,are
now in the Library of JacksonvilleUniversity.
3. Letter ownedby the DeliusTrust.
4. Printed as Appendix VII in Lionel Carley's'Delius: A Life in Letters'Vol. 1,
1983.
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TASMIN LITTLE REPLIES . . .
As a performer, not generally used to writing anything other than letters, it is
doubly thrilling that my views on 'Delius artd His Violin Concerto'should have
been not only published in the Delius Society Journal, but that they should have
been given such careful attention by so eminent a Delian scholar as Professor
'A
Randel, whose paper 'Delius in America', reproduced in
Delius Companion',
a
painstakingly
is
model of scholarly enterprise,
researched and infinitely
detailed. As any comment from Professor Randel deservesserious con3ideration,
I will try to deal with all the points he raises, and clarify all the assumptions I made
and the conclusions they led to.
When I wrote (DSJ 91 p. 10 para. v) 'Most commentators agree . . . ' Professor
Randel has identified my assumption precisely. I expected my readers, being
'Delius
Delians and therefore familiar with Dr Fenby's classic
as I knew him', to
recognise my paraphrase of Dr Fenby's words and to assume, as I do, that Dr
'Ernest
Fenby knows what he's talking about. His words were written at
Newman's entreaty, in the white heat of immediate recollection, following six
years of the closest contact with Delius, and I believe that Delius in his eagerness
to convert Eric into a total Delian disciple, disclosed information about himself,
possibly for the first time, in the name of truth and a realistic approach to life. So
when Eric wrote in 1935-6 that Delius had'many love affairs, and one, the affair
of his life, which came to nothing', I infer Dr Fenby knew it to be true and that
Delius had told him so, not in a spirit of Yorkshire leg-pulling, but in an ardent
'Delius
as I knew him' .
conversation of the kind Dr Fenby quotes on page 179 of
But Professor Randel is right. What I implied with''Most commentators agree
'Most commentators agree - if tacitly - with Dr Fenby', as, for
. .' is that
instance, Christopher Palmer suggestsin his sleeve note for the ldyll, written for
'The Fenby Legacy'. I am not aware that anyone has overtly disagreed, and I
assumed that Dr Fenby's statement had simply passed into general acceptance.
But certainly I should have expressed it better.
However I am consoled by Professor Randel's third paragraph where he also
seems to accept Dr Fenby's contention, but disputes the best expression of it in
Delius's music. This, of course, is a matter of opinion and of personal appeal.
'All is over
Songs of Sunset may have it for Professor Randel; but for me the words
and long gone, but love is not over', sung, first with the full Delian orchestral
ecstasy, and then in hushed regret, takes some beating. [t also suggeststo me
further support for the idea that Delius didhave one great, unforgettable love in
'final, direct, and most poignant
his life. I still feel, therefore, that the ldyll is the
expression' of the yearning he felt, and I thank Professor Randel for pointing out
'freshly created'. I didn't
that the words of the ldyll are not all Whitman's but
know to what extent this was so. But it seems to me that, if Delius needed words
other than those of a favourite poet to generate musical inspiration, however
inept Professor Randel considers them to be, then, surely, that was because
Delius could not find in Whitman's words what he wanted to express in his music,
and had to get Nichols to say, directly, what he required-namely that two people
met, loved, and parted, but that the feeling was still left within him. This feeling
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is repeatedly expressed in Delius's music- a longing for the emotional experience
which he felt he would never have again. It was this feeling within the music which
prompted me to conjecture about a possible'emotional impact'as I wrote in DS,/
91 p.10 v; and I repeat, my reasoning was conjectural - an examination of
possibilities based on certain facts - and not intended to be fiction masquerading
as biography.
The basic fact is Percy Grainger's repeated assertion that Delius returned to
America in 1897 to try to find a black mistress who had borne his child. Was this
true? I think it was, but Professor Randel thinks not. In reaching a final opinion
about a conjectural matter of this sort, one is always dealing with a balance of
probabilities in the light of what one knows of the people involved. Professor
Randel envisages Delius pulling Grainger's leg, and deluding him into believing
a fiction in order to shock Grainger's puritanical susceptibilities. I find this
improbable because it negates key factors in the personalities of both men. I find
it impossible to label Percy Grainger as'puritanical'. My dictionary defines it as
'narrow and strict in religion
and morals', which is hard to reconcile with
'The
Grainger's published letters
Farthest North of Humanness', edited by Kay
Dreyfus, published by Macmillan and reviewed in DS,I 89 p.25. The reviewer
remarks that his'distinctly abnormal sexual appetites' are much in evidence in the
letters, and suggestsin his final paragraph that Grainger had no qualms about his
letters being eventually published! He was quite frank about his sexuality to his
mother, and I suspectthat he may have been even franker when talking to Delius,
in a relationship where respect for truth was a hallmark between them, allied to
a strong sexuality in both men, and the male camaraderie of sexual disclosure.
And if they did discuss sexual intimacy and Grainger revealed his sadomasochistic tendencies, then it might have been Delius who was shocked! I doubt
that Delius and Grainger would be able to resist discussing their sexuality
seriously at some junctures in their relationship, though that does not mean that
they would never joke about it. But, was Delius joking when he told Grainger
about his black mistress and the child, as Professor Randel conjectures?
Professor Randel suspects that I may be unfamiliar with the Yorkshireman's
love of joking and leg-pulling. Let me assure him that I know it only too well! My
father is a jokey Yorkshireman, born in Bradford within a mile of Delius's own
birthplace; and I have aunts, uncles, cousins and many friends in Bradford whom
I see quite regularly, so I grew up with Yorkshire jocosity in all its forms as part
of my life. One of its main features is identified by Professor Randel in his ninth
paragraph, and may be defined as 'deadpan'- the ability to keep a straight face
while saying the most outrageous things. But I think Professor Randel missesthe
point. Surely a successful joke of this sort depends on an audience, albeit an
audience of one, eventually realising that a joke is being made - otherwise it
becomes a deception; and Delius, with his passion for truth no matter who or what
was upset, can hardly be called a deceiver. In my experienceof the'deadpan', the
person on the receiving end realiseshe is being 'got at', and so sharesthe joke,
while possibly feeling slightly ridiculous if in company. And this, surely, is the
method and purpose - it harnessesthe Yorkshire bluntness in order to ridicule.
My conjecture is that Delius used it in order to expose pomposity, humbug or
anything he did not believe in; for Delius believed in truth, and if he did not
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believe in what was being proffered, then to him it wasn't true, and should be seen
according to his viewpoint. I think Professor Randel's examples support this
contention. I discount'shack'because I think Delius's house at Solana is difficult
to describe in a word. Professor Randel uses'cottage' ('Delius Companion',
p.148), which conjures up thatch and horse'brassesfor me; Beecham 'Frederick
Delius', p.25) refers to a 'well-built, wooden shack'; Delius himself describes it
delightfully as quoted on page 12 of 'Delius: A Ltfe in Pictures', so he wasn't
intending to joke or deceivehere. My dictionary defines'shack'as a'log-hut'. But
how to defide it in a word? I suspectDelius used'shack'in the same way that we
in the IJK use, say, 'flat'which can be anything from a one-room bed-sit with a
single gas ring, to a sumptuous penthouse; or 'pad', which can be simply any
accommodation.
But Professor Randel's other exampleS of leg-pulling show Delius seeing his
viewpoint as 'truth', and making his point by ridicule. The Christian Scientists
were stupid - Delius said so and ridiculed them. Strindberg's Spiritualists were
indulging in excretory garbage, and Delius made his point by using their trappings
against them. Nor do I think that Delius saw himself as'callous'. I think he was
ruthless, but feel it was a ruthlessness in pursuit of truth. He wanted truth at all
costs, and if people were hurt, well. . .tough!! But if at the end of it, people saw
the error of their ways, and were so helped to a better appreciation of life as it
really is, then to him his methods were justified. This is exactly what the young
Eric Fenby had to put up with, and Philip Heseltine before him (Beecham, op.
cit., Chapter25).
The 'Donodossola/Lemmanoff masquerade' is a little more complicated.
Delius returned to America for all the reasons Professor Randel itemises, but I
think the emotional crux was his wish to find his black mistress and his child.
However, I never meant to imply that all Delius's other problems either
disappeared or were put aside. Life went on, with all its complications, and Delius
- broke, struggling to compose, to escape from his romantic entanglements in
Paris (Beecham, op. cit., p. 86), to forge contacts with Thrane and to sort out his
finances both personally and at Solana - cobbled together his 1897American trip
with the only other person who would understand all his problems - Halfdan
'Delius:
Jebe. (See Carley
A Ltfe in Letters 1862-1908',p.94). But my conjecture
remains that the paramount motive in Delius's mind was the emotional one - to
locate his black mistress and the child. The rest was clutter - importanl clutter in
a businesssense,but, I think, not as important to Delius as the feeling. It was also
ideal as an excusefor the trip, should Delius be obliged to explain. The idea of the
masquerade strikes me as being the highest form of Delian wit. Delius expressed
'The Present
Cult his opinion about audience gullibility in his article
('Delius
p.37),
Charlatanism and Humbug in Music' 1920
Companion',
but he
had proved his point in 1897. Audiences are trusting and not very perceptive, he
averred. Tell them the performers are Russians, they'll believe it and think that
the music has to be good. The newspaper report of the Danville concert quoted
by Professor Randel ('Delius Companioft', p. 163) shows how successful the
masquerade was. Apparently an enjoyable time was had by all.
Did the Princesse of Cystria go with Delius and Jebe to Solana? Beecham
presumes so (op. cit., p.87). Professor Randel used to think not, and deduced
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'the Princess had
from the lack of news items and the absence of any concert that
by that time gone her separate way' ('Delius Companioft', p.163).Since 1971,
however, he has changed his mind, either by discovering Mrs Henry Richmond's
memoir in the Jacksonville Public Library, or by reading Dr Carley's footnote on
'Letters'
page 1,14of the 1862-1908
, and quoted in his paper [see p.13]. I used to
think not, simply becauseDelius in his letter to Jelka (Carley, op.cit.,pp.113-4)
saysof the Solana sojourn: 'Mr Jebe came with me and enjoys his stay very much',
without making any mention of the Princess. I therefore assumed she wasn't
there. But thinking about it, he wouldn't mention her, would he? The statement
in the letter is simple and truthful. If it is less than honest, the sin is one of
omission, not commission, showing that Delius cared about Jelka's feelings truth now, honesty later, perhaps?
I, like Professor Randel, have now changed my mind, and feel that the Princess
was at Solana. In considering the probabilities, I had failed to consider one vital
factor; the letters, presumably missing, which must have passed between Delius
and whoever was keeping in touch with him regarding the business situation at
'iffy' area
Solana - possibly Albert Anderson. And here, once more, we enter the
of conjecture. If such letters were exchanged, they must have kept Delius
informed about all aspectsof Solana. Dr Carley quotes one such letter (op. cit.,
p. 110 footnote 3), and the inference must surely be that over the years many such
letters were exchanged, keeping Delius up to date with events and developments.
It is my belief that this is how Delius came to know of the child, and consequently
organised his 1897 American trip. (He organised it very badly if Jebe's jibe Carley, op. cit., p. 115 - is accurate.) I believe he wrote to Anderson asking for
an inventory, and said in his letter somewhat ambiguously his intentions
regarding his black mistress and his child. I further believe that the woman
'might
want to take the child away from
misunderstood, and, thinking that Delius
her, fled' (Grainger's letter to Richard Muller). If this is what happened, the
letters are the key, should they exist. I suspectthat a further letter from Anderson
was waiting for Delius, when he arrived in New York, and that it told him that his
mistress and child had run away from Solana. That may be why Delius was able
to take his time going there, and why the presence of the Princess would not
complicate his position. He was faced with an insoluble/ait accompli; but life still
went on. There was, however, no urgency to get to Solana, and Delius did not
hurry there. I suspect that the idea of the masquerade was formulated in New
York, and was a development of the 'Cecil Gray/Russian Princess' episode
mentioned by Thrane, with whom Delius would have been discussing the
promotion of his music and possible developments of Solana (Beecham, op. cit.,
pp.73-Q. They went from there to Danville, where the hoax took place, and if
Delius already knew that his mistress and child had disappeared, he would have
no reason to pack off the Princess, nor need she have gone her separate way.
I wrote on page 12of DSJ 9L about the impact on Delius, as I envisageit, of the
loss of his mistress and child. On thinking further about the situation, however, I
suggest another factor which seems to me to fall into place. His mature style of
writing, with the full effusion of Delian richness, only began after his return from
what I take to be the anguish of Florida in1897, and one of his early, self-imposed
endeavours was to transform his American Rhapsody with its Dixie and Yankee
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Doodle, into the more meaningful and moving Appalachic, with, as Philip
Jonesputs it, the 'ever present themesof nostalgia,lossand separation, expressed
by soloists and chorus in the final section, the little drama of a male negro slave
being shipped down the river, forced to leave his loved ones behind' (DSJ 93 p.7)
- in feeling, the 'Florida Experience' in its entirety.
However, I agree with Professor Randel that all this conjecture collapsesunless
Percy Grainger's repeated assertion regarding the black mistress is true. I
therefore spoke with Dr Fenby on the matter. He said that Delius would never
j oke with' Percy Grainger about this , that Percy was in no way puritanical or straitlaced, and that he - Dr Fenby - would believe Percy implicitly. Dr Fenby also said
that Percy was able to substantiate his assertion with detail that he could never
have known had not he and Delius discussed the matter with the utmost
seriousness, and that Delius's intention was to persuade his sweetheart and the
child to come back to Europe with him. I therefore feel that the balance of
probability is that the whole episode is true.
But again, was the black sweetheart the love of Delius's life? As I said in my
paper, I think so, because she seems to me to be the only one of Delius's ladies
with the vital criterion - she was loved and irretrievably lost. All the other ladies
who might have been Delius's love could have been pursued and won - even Jutta
Bell. Reading Delius's letters to her revealsher as a good, sensitive,artistic friend
whom Delius respected, and who might be of help to him with his musical
projects, but surely no more. Had she been the love of his life, he would hardly
have written to her (Carley, op. cit., p. 110): 'It seemsto me you are infinitely
better off separate from Bell - a man so unartistic in feeling & with tastes
diametrically opposed to yours -' and then returned to the more important matter
of his music and the possibility of a performance of. The Magic Fountain in
Weimar. No! To the love of his life, surely he would have written something like:
'You've finally separated from Bell? I'll be with you as soon as I can get there!' All
of which brings me back to 1884in Florida, and what I conjecture happened there.
In trying to work out the possibilities, I accepted Jefferson's succinct
chronology ('Delius'); and when I wrote that Delius was'alone with his thoughts
at Solana Grove' from September to November 1884, I did not mean to imply that
suddenly Delius confined himself to Solana in solitudeand meditated! I meant
'alone'in the sensethat both Douglas and Ward had left; Delius's brother, Ernst,
was not to arrive until November, and Delius alone was in charge of Solana, able
to delegate the work and get on with whatever he wanted to do while he thought
about what direction the rest of his life would take. But his immediate life went
on and, Delius being Delius, I'm sure he would want to live it to the full. I feel it
also probable that the combination of circumstances - Ward's lessons, his total
independence and freedom, his growing sense of purpose and hope for a life in
music, and the beauty of his environment - would bring about a tremendous
release of energy, for, at last, he stood alone. I imagine that he would have tackled
everything with the absolute zest of a newly liberated man of 22. As Professor
Randel points out, he certainly tried to spread his musical wings in various
directions; but how far was he successful? He certainly advertised as a violin
teacher, but I doubt that he had any students, or at least not enough to make the
trip to Jacksonville worthwhile. He ran his advertisement for five weeks. My
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assumption is that he ran it that long because he had no response. But, assuming
he had, what would the arrangement have entailed? Solana was not really as
accessible as Professor Randel would have us believe in his paper 'Delius in
America' ('Delius Companion', p. 148 ii). He himself describes the journey in
para i - forty miles up the river and then five rniles up a primitive road or a further
small boat trip. The time involved for the journey is identified by Professor
Randel as'three hours away'(op. cit. ,pp.152 & 156), making a six hours round
trip - rather like commuting daily to London from Scarborough by road - unless
an overnight stay was involved, making the enterprise less commercially viable.
But my reason for thinking that Delius did no violin teaching in Jacksonville is
that he would have needed a fair amount of students over a period of time to make
the trip worthwhile, and surely some record would have survived. As Professor
Randel's meticulous research has been unable to reveal any such record, I feel
sure it cannot exist.
Similarly I feel that the trips which we know Delius did make to Jacksonville as
itemised by Professor Randel are so few in number becauseDelius didn't make all
that many. One of the reasons he had chosen Solana was to get away from town
life and commercial enterprise. I doubt that he would wish to substitute
Jacksonville for Bradford. But I do note from page 11 that the three months from
September to November 1884, when I think Delius's relationship with his black
mistress was at its height, are completely unaccounted for by Professor Randel.
And I think that Delius's life at that time was spent pretty much as Julia Sanks
remembered (Carley, op. cit., p. 5). He didn't do any plantation work; 'Just that
music', for of course his early attempts at composition via improvisation would be
under way. But apart from his music and the delegation of plantation duties, what
else?Certainly visits to his nearestneighbours, Lt Bell and his wife Jutta, possibly
on horseback for their house was five miles away (Jefferson, op. cit., p.15), and
the roads were mere cart tracks. Some hunting and fishing perhaps, and the
occasional trip to Jacksonville; but mostly music, whether playing it on violin or
piano, writing it at the piano, or listening to it as harmonised by his black workers.
There was also, I believe, his black sweetheart.
Accepting Percy Grainger's assertion and Dr Fenby's affirmation that she
existed, I will try to reason as much as I can about her from what we know, or have
conjectured already. I will refer to her as 'black' in deference to Professor
Randel's sensibilities, although I do not personally find the word 'negress'
offensive, and I used it in my paper as Percy Grainger used it.
I think Delius met her at Solana, and a mutual attraction arose between them.
She may have been part of the Solana entourage; in any event she must have been
- and must have remained - closely in contact with Solana for the affair to have
taken place at all, and for her to have known, after some thirteen years, of
Delius's impending return; how else could she have misunderstood his intentions
to such an extent that she was prepared to run away with a twelve-year-old child
whom she thought Delius wanted to take away? But the main fact which ties her
inextricably to Solana is the secrecy which Delius was able to maintain, as I
pointed out in DSJ 9l p.11. Just who knew about her is an interesting surmise.
I suggestedin my paper that perhaps both Jelka and Gauguin knew, and the key
word was 'perhaps'. I think Delius would have told Jelka becausetheirs was a
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deep relationship based on truth, but again, only perhaps. I thought about
Gauguin as I reasoned in my paper, becauseof what he wrote to his agent (Carley,
op. cit. , pp. 139-40), and how strikingly applicable it was to the way Delius must
have been feeling at the time. But Professor Randel's hypothesis on page 13 is just
as valid a'perhaps'. Albert Anderson, Delirn's black foreman, must have known,
and must have remained silent for whatever reason. One other person might
possibly have known - Charles Douglas, who, according to Jefferson (op. cit.,
p.16), had'no further appetite for Solana'and had left by August 1884.Professor
Randel writes in 'Delius in America' ('Companion', p.156) that 'an estrangement
developed between them'. It must have been something very upsetting for
Douglas to abandon his business partnership, and, according to Professor
Randel's footnote 25 on the same page, Douglas would never say what it was. He
'regrained silent on the matter'
for seventy-four years, and died, aged ninety-four,
still unprepared to say what Delius had done that upset him so much!
I find it hard to believe that something as understandable as over-delegation of
plantation duties or an absorption in music, however constant, could have sealed
Douglas's lips so effectively. I could imagine that he might have complained
readily, and in self-justification: 'Damned fellow wouldn't work - was always
scratching his fiddle; and then went off to get me a doctor, and came back with a
lodger and a piano! Couldn't stand it another minute.' I feel it is at least possible
that Delius's affair may have had its beginning while Douglas was still at Solana,
and that Douglas couldn't bear either to be under the same roof with it, or to talk
about it afterwards. If this was so, and if Douglas reacted with outraged,
puritanical, Victorian disgust, it may well have prompted Delius to be a little
more circumspect while Ward was at Solana, and to be ultra-cautious about
mentioning it himself. For I'm sure he would feel, as many people in the public
eye today feel, that one's private life is one's own business; but, as I pointed out
in my paper (p. 11), he could not afford to ignore the reactions of other people he needed them too much. But after Ward's departure, when Delius was sole
master at Solana, he could do whatever he liked; and as far as I know, at Solana
there were only black girls around.
Professor Randel suggests(p.12) that Jutta Bell was the more likely mistressat
this juncture. In my paper I was not seeking to enumerate Delius's mistresses,
but, as I wrote (DSJ 91, p.10), to try to identify where the feeling in his music
'emotional impact'was. Jutta Bell may have been his
came from and what the
mistress but I don't think she was the love of his life. Nor am I concernedwith how
Delius managed to organise the detail of his affair with his black mistress at
Solana. I am only concerned with the probability of its having happened, and the
consequent effects of such a happening on Delius and on his music. But if I were
asked to speculate on which was the more probable - that Delius should make a
ten mile round trip to visit Mrs Bell and risk the suspicions of servants, or of a
confrontation with Bell, revealing an adulterous relationship; or that Delius,
being in sole charge at Solana and answering to no-one, should be able to be alone
with his black mistress by having his 'devoted negro servant' sleep on the
Verandah, I have to say I would favour the latter.
'Nevermore'I
did not mean to
In considering Delius's purchase of Gauguin's
imply that Delius considered it to be a likeness of his black mistress. I referred
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'negress', without Professor Randel's
to her as a
expertise in the subtleties of
ethnic differentiation. Certainly she is not of African origin, but I don't think she's
Javaneseeither. Surely she'sTahitian. I have heard her referred to as a'coloured
girl', 'a native' and 'a polynesian', so it could be a question of semantics.But this
missesthe point. The picture wouldn't need to be a likeness.I feel that, to Delius,
the combination of the beautiful painting and the title would give the picture a
symbolic associationwith the Florida experience,as I said in DS,I91 p.l3 ii, which
aptly links with Gauguin's symbolic use of colour. The picture aroused in Delius
feelings which were precious and inspirational to him. That is why he took it from
its frame, rolled it up and nursed it all the way to England soon after the outbreak
of the Great War. And that is why Jelka made her copy.
May I finally try to sum up the conjecturing - and, as the demands of my
performing career increase, these must be my last words on the subject. I think
that Percy Grainger was telling the truth about Delius's black mistress. I think
that Delius met her in 1884at Solana, and experiencedwith her an overwhelming,
sensual experience, in a spirit of new-found liberation and purpose, and in
luscious surroundings. The memory of it and the yearning for it never left him.
When he irretrievably lost any chance of seeing her again, and lost with her his
child, I think he lost the reality, but retained the memory of its impact and the
feeling with which the entire experience left him. So deep was the feeling that it
could be triggered by anything which Delius loved or considered to be beautiful
- the words of Whitman (or even of Nichols), the painting of Gauguin especially,
the countryside at Grez, Jelka's garden, his own improvisation - and sooner or
later the feeling would well up within him and be transmuted into his music. That
is why considering Grainger's assertion as a possibility helped me so much when
preparing the Violin Concerto for performance. I appreciated what Delius must
have gone through: I could almost empathise with his feelings - and they were'
worth searching for.
But I still entertain another possibility among all the 'ifs' and 'ands' and 'buts'
- I may be wrong. In a way, though, it doesn't matter to me if I am. I do not need
to believe that Delius had a black sweetheart in Florida in 1884 in order to
perform the Violin Concerto; and, as I wrote in DS,/ 9I p.16 iii, although the
possibility of such an eventuality and its consequencesled me into a vocabulary of
feelings and images, this was only an initial part of the preparation which helped
me to get the feeling and the senseof flow. But now that the conjectural journey
is over, I do not repeatedly retrace it. When I perform the Violin Concerto, the
possibility of Delius's having a black mistress is the last thing in my mind;
biographical conjecture, accurateor not, gives way to something which, to me, is
far more important and which seems to be the common ground where careful
research and imagination can meet
the effective performance of the
unchallengeable beauty that Delius left us. The feeling within that beauty,
whatever causedit and wherever Delius experienced it, is in the music.
And that is what matters.
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OBITUARIES
TO THE MEMORY OF ERIC MARSHALL JOHNSON
A tribute by EvelinGerhardi
It was with deepest grief that my sister Malve Steinweg and I learnt of the death
of our dear friend Eric Marshall Johnson, late in 1987. In my reminiscences of my
stay in Grez-sur-Loing in 1932 (in the July 1976 issue of the Delius Society
Journal) I mentioned Eric's wife, the singer Cecily Arnold, but not Eric whom I
met then just fleetingly. Cecily Arnold and I took a liking to each other and
corresponded for quite a while until the correspondence petered out when I went
abroad. It was not until very many years later - in 1976 - when Malve and I
attended the AGM of the Delius Society in London that Christopher Redwood
told me of Eric Johnson, then already widowed, who would like to meet me again.
In the following year Christopher, Malve and I went to Aylesbury where Eric met
us and took us by car to his lovely 16th century home in Moreton, near Thame.
Eric was a charming host and immediately made us feel at home. That was the
beginning of our friendship with a wise, a learned, a spirited and charming
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personality. From then on Malve and I made it a habit of going to see Eric every
time we came to London. Later, Lionel Carley joined us and was also fascinated
by Eric's profound learning, his love of music, his humour and, last but not least,
his hospitality.
In recent years Eric's health became rather delicate and might certainly have
failed sooner if it had not been for his faithful and devoted neighbours Pauline and
Vic Johnson (not related). Without their staunch friendship and loving care, Eric
would hardly have reached the ripe old age of 88. It was also they who took Eric
to Lionel's delightful party in Sheepscombe last summer. We all were so happy to
see Eric greatly enjoying to be among the crowd. He has now left us for ever;
Malve and I shall always remember him as a beloved friend.
I would like to close by quoting from Lionel's letterto Pauline and VicJohnson
after Eric's death: 'What a lovely spirit has left us in Eric. My memories of him will
be of grace and light, charm and humour, and dignity.'

LEON GOOSSENS
Leon Goossens, who died onI2 February at the age of 90, is one of that illustrious
line of musicians whose name will ever be synonymous with his instrument. Dr
Fenby commented in a recent BBC broadcast that the 'glorious mystery and
magic' of Beecham's recording of the Intermezzofrom Fennimore and Gerdawas
due entirely to Leon Goossens, and added that there were even occasions when
Beecham said that he would not perform Delius unless Goossens was available.
E J Moeran often referred to the lntermezzo recording as 'that marvellous
Goossens piece', and he was one of several composers who wrote and dedicated
a work to Leon with his unique artistry in mind. It was Leon's brother, Eugene,
who conducted the first London performance of Hassan, and how fitting it is that
the Delius link with the Goossens family should be maintained today with Trustee
Major Norman Millar married to Leon's sister Sidonie (who played in that Hassan
premidre), and it is to her especiallythat we offer our sympathies.

LILIAN PARFITT
Any Delius Society member making in past years the annual trip to Limpsfield
will surely retain cherished memories of splendid teas afterwards at the home of
Gilbert and Lilian Parfitt in Orpington. Lilian was ever the charming hostess on
these occasions, and her death earlier this year after along period of failing health
will have saddened those members of long standing who will all wish to join in
offering their sympathies to Gilbert, our former Vice-President and Treasurer.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Saturday llJune

Bristol

Diane Eastwood presents a talk to the South-West Branch of the Delius Society.
Further details from Mrs Alice Jones who is providing the venue at 16 The
Hornbeams, Marlborough Drive, Frenchay, Bristol B516 lPW. The next Branch
meeting will be on24 September when Lionel Carley will be the speaker.

Sunday12June at 3pm

Limpsfield

The Delius Trust have arranged for the stone marking Delius's grave to be
replaced. The new stone will be unveiled by the Chairman of the Delius Trust,
Norman Millar, at 3 pm, and members of the Society will be welcome. However,
please give notice of your intention to attend to Miss Marjorie Dickinson,
Administrator, Delius Trust, 16 Ogle Street, London WlP 7LG, (01) 636-4481.

Saturday2 July and Sunday3 July

Wolfson College, Cambridge

Delius Societyweekend,includingthe Annual GeneralMeeting and Dinner.
Memberswere sentbooking detailswith the lastJournal issue,but detailsof this
and other Societyeventscan be obtainedfrom the ProgrammeSecretary,Brian
Radford, 21 Cobthorne Drive, Allestree, Derby 0332 552019(home) or D332
42442ext 3563(work).

Future Delius Societymeetings: 29 September(Dr Fenby, Mary Ward House);
28 October (Robert Threlfall, BMIC);
1 December(RogerBuckley,BMIC).

Saturday9 Juty at 8 pm

Golders Green, London NWll

Delius's Piano Concerto (soloist Bob Stevenson) performed by the Crowndale
Symphony Orchestra, conductor Roy Budden, at Trinity Church, Hodford Road,
Golders Green. Commencing time to be confirmed.

Sunday3l July at 7.30 pm

Royal Albert Hall' London

Delius's'A Massof Life'at the Proms.Sir CharlesGrovesconductsthe RPO and
mixed choirs, with soloistsAlison Hargan, SarahWalker, LaurenceDale and
Neil Howlett.

